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Abstract
Batunin A.V., Smirnov A.Yu. Leotoprotjuction on Nuclei as an Analogue to

Production in Hadron-Hadron Interactions (at the example of 3/ф): IHEP

Preprint 85-71, - Serpukhov, 1985. - D. 7, figs. 4, refs.: 8.

In this paper we investigate the role of states with hidden colour

inside a nucleus in leptoproduction processes (at the example of 3/ф-те-

son production). A concrete production mechanism is proposed, appealing

to the dual parton model of hadron-hadron interactions. Comparison with

experiment is made.

Аннотация
Батуннн Л.В., Смирнов А.Ю. Лепторождение на ядрах как аналог рождения в ад-
рон-адронных взаимодейстзиях (на примере ] /ф -мезона): Препринт 85-71. -
Серпухов, 1985. - с. 7, рис. 4., библиогр.: 8 назв.

В работе исследуется роль состояний со скрытым цветом внутри ядра в про-
цессах лепторождения (на примере рождения ]/^-мезона). Предложен конкретный
механизм рождения, апеллирующий к дуальной партонной модели адрон-адронных
взаимодействий. Проводится сравнение с экспериментом.

(^Институт физики высоких энергий, 1985.



INTRODUCTION

A considerable deviation of the nucleus structure func-
tion from the sum of A structure functions of free nue-
leons:

, Q
2
) Ф A.Fj(x, Q

2
) (1)

reported by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC)/-*' , in-

spired during the last two years heated discussions among

physicists/2/ . Despite numerous publications on this to-

pic, no exhaustive and consistent picture of the proces-

ses in nuclei underlying the EMC-effects has been obtained

as yet.

It seems reasonable in the present situation to check

various theoretical mechanisms, which are responsible for

typically nuclear effects, on other experimental data on

nuclei (besides the structure functions of deep inelastic

scattering).

1. MODEL

/3/
Recent results, coming again from the EMC ' , point to

an increased yield of J/ф -mesons off an iron nucleus (Fe)

as against J/ф production off a free nucleon (Hg/Dg).

In the present paper we propose to take into account
the possibility for J/ф to be produced not only off an
individual nuclear nucleon, but also on the colourless
three-quark configuration in a 6-quark dibaryonic cluster
formed by two nuclear nucleons (in the octet-octet colour
state). The probability to find the nucleon pair in this
exotic state equals/

4
/;

P ^ 0.25-0.50 (2)

These objects have already been proposed for use to ex-
plain the EMC-effect in the structure functions of a



nucleon located in nuclear medium . So, it is interes-
ting to know how this mechanism behaives in the light of
the newly obtained experimental data.

Note, that such 3-quark configurations are physically
equivalent to the colourless quark-diquark strings appea-
ring in the dual parton model (DPM)'*

5
»
6
' between interac-

ting hadrons. According to the DPM, the decay of these
strings oroduces final hadrons.

It would be natural then to imagine that after the vir-
tual photon y* meets (the probability is P) this string
inside a nucleus (see Fig. 3), the picture of the subse-
quent generation of observable hadrons will be practical-
ly the same as that of the hadron generation mechanism in
the DMP. (Namely, in our case in pp collision, where the
strings emerge between u(d)-quark and ud(uu)-diquark from
different protons). It is only the way of pumping the
energy (to increase the invariant string mass M. ) that
differs: instead of a direct collision of hadrons, the
energy is "injected" from the virtual photon into the
ready quark-diquark string (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Nuclear electroproduction Fig. 2. J/V--production in op-re-
in our model. action in DPM.

Consequently, the contribution from the octet-octet
nucleon oscillations in the nucleus to the production
cross section of J/ф -meson is:

88 (q-qq)->t/fX
a
 = Р . ^

Ч Я
 * > (3)

(q-qq)(qqq) фХ
where a

p p
 is the inclusive cross section of

J/.^-meson production from a string formed by quark q and
diquark (qq).
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In our case < M
l n v

 > = W (where W
2
 = (p+q)

2
, p(q)

is the proton (photon) 4-momentum). Using
 <

^±
nv

>
 -

= s < x y > , x(y) being the nucleon momentum fraction car-
ried by a valence quark (diquark) (< xy >s0.15)/

6
/, we

find s = W
2
/<xy> , which is equivalent to colliding pro-

tons with Р^дз = W
2
/2Mjy< xy> (И - is the nucleon mass).

Next, in the framework of the DPM one has for the J/ф -
meson production from inside the string q-qq (by analogy
with the hidden strangeness production)' ':

a
(q-qq)^X

 =
 Д Р )

 f
P

PP
 v

 * c
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 x
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where \ is the suppression parameter of the nucleon
-3 -

charmed sea ( A * 2*10 ); a is the production cross
c
 1 p

section of the first Pomeron shower: f , . are quark
u(qq)

 / 6 /

 M

 i n d

(diquark) structure functions in a proton ; D.
l -» a

is an indirect fragmentation function of quark i into had-

ron a, (D. ( z ) ~ (1-z) i, g a 1.3, a. is the Regge
l -» a i

i n t e r s e p t for meson ( i i ) ) ; x + = l/2(^x - +4niy /s + x) ,
x = х„ = 2p", / yfs*, m,/, i s the J/d/-meson mass.

1 Iff Y go

Substituting (4) into (3), we find
 o

 . To describe

the J/V'-meson production off a free nucleon, we
/7/ v*N

apply the experimental fit for a-. . So as to obtain
2

predictions for Xg- (= Q /2JIL. v, v being the photon energy),

smaller than those measured in the experiment (xR£ 0.02),
we continue this fit in two ways:

(a) by an immediate linear fit extrapolation' ;
(b) by saturating (making constant) the total cross

section of the J/ф -meson photoproduction at v> 200 GeV,
as has been predicted by some models' ' (see Fig.3,curve 3,
the dashed and solid continuation, respectively).

Then the total cross section of the JV^-meson produc-
tion off a nucleus is equal to

y*N У N 88
o
k
 = (I-P)"

N
 + ° . (5)



Fig. 3 represents the theoretical dependence of the
y*N

total cross section »д on the photon energy. It is cal-

culated by formula (5) (curve-2 ). Fig. 4 represents the

y*N y*N
 2

 P
ratio R = а

д
 / <7

N
 against x

B J
 (< Q >___ = 10 GeV ) .Asis clear, changes in the probability for two nucleons to

be in the octet-octet colour state weakly influence the

behaviour of R(x
B
-) in the region of Xg- under study.

100 200 v.&v

Fig . 3. 1-fit for <?H from :

dashed curve-method ( a ) ,
so l id curve-method (b);
2 - dependence of a? " on

A
photon energy calculated
by formula (5): the dashed
and solid curves corres-
pond to cases (a) and (b),
respectively.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of R ( x
B J
) : the

dashed curve corresponds
to fitting by method (a),
P=0.5; the solid curve
corresponds to fitting
by method (b), P=0.5;the
dotted curve is for
P = 0.25.

2. DISCUSSION

The different nature of J/1// -mesons production from
nucleonlike (3 valence quarks in a colour singlet) configu-
rations in a nucleus, and that from non-interacting nuc-
leons may be caused by the difference in their structure
functions. In particular, the analysis carried out shows
that the momentum, carried by valence quarks in these nuc-
leonlike configurations, is redistributed in favour of
gluons.



CONCLUSION

We have shown the J/Ф-meson leptoproduction off nuclei
to be contributed to by two mechanisms: production of J//
by a virtual photon off a free nucleon and decay
of quark-diquark strings appearing in the Drocess of nuc-
leon colour oscillations inside a nucleus. The latter is

similar to hadron production in the dual parton model.

Thus, deep inelastic scattering o:?f nuclei may be nontri-

vially related with soft hadron interactions. It is pre-

dicted that at Xg..£ 0.02 the ratio R( xRp raav t u r n

down even if various screenings do not contribute. How-
ever, an account for such contributions must only sharpen
this tendency.

In conclusion, we would like to express our gratitude
to A.K.Likhoded and V.A.Petrov for the support and inte-
rest in the work, and also to thank S.S.Gershtein,
Yu.F.Pirogov, S.R.Slabospitsky and A.N.Tolstenkov for
useful discussions.
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